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SCHOOLL REGIME AND TRUANCY IN TWO MULTICULTURAL CLASS ROOMS: 
ANN EXTREME CASE ANALYSIS 

Thee focus of this paper is on the relation between school regime and truancy. In a comparative research, two 
schooll  classes from different schools, with comparable populations of pupils and widely different drop-out rates, 
weree studied. In both schools, a third-grade school class was examined by interviewing the pupils and their 
teachers,, eliciting their perspectives on life at school and in the classroom, and strategies they employ in the 
pursuitt of control. 

Thee study has been inspired by two quite disparate strands of sociological thinking. On the one hand symbolic 
interactionistt studies of pupil- and teacher cultures, that have provided rich descriptions of daily sensemaking 
(Weick,, 1995) in schools. On the other hand, the search after triggers for truancy in the social structure of the 
schooll  has been inspired by Merton's ideas. Schools, as agents of society, try to foster certain cultural goals in 
pupils,, like the value of becoming a responsible citizen and the value of a good education. On the other hand, the 
structuree of the school as a social system can be analyzed as an opportunity-structure for realizing the cultural 
goalss that are advocated, ranging from more open to more closed. 

Mertonn (1957) argues that the key to explaining conformist or deviant behavior is the relation between the 
emphasiss on cultural goals and the opportunities the structure offers for realizing these goals in a legitimate way. 
DeviantDeviant behavior is normal, in other words to be expected, in settings where a heavy emphasis on cultural goals 
iss related to a closed social system, that offers too littl e opportunities to attain them. Merton distinguishes four 
typess of reaction-formation, retreatism, ritualism, innovation and rebellion. In this study the focus is on truancy, 
aa form of retreatism. 

Researchh Project 

Inn order to 'ground' insights in the daily sensemaking of pupils and teachers, an interpretative approach is 
chosen,, mainly based on symbolic interactionist theory, 'the unofficial theory of sense making' (Weick, 1995). 
Twoo sensitizing concepts were chosen beforehand: 'Perspective on the situation' and 'strategy'. Both concepts 
aree widely used and validated in research on cultures in schools (Woods, 1980; Hammersly, 1990). The concept 
off  perspective, first used in a study of medical students (Becker & Geer, 1961), is a sensitizing concept, linking 
culture,, structure and behavior. In this study, it is defined as: The way people define and interpret the situation in 
whichh they find themselves, which governs the way they behave in that situation. 

Inn a perspective on a situation at least three elements can be distinguished (Bijlsma-Frankema, 1997a): 
1.. The concepts used to define and interpret the situation. This cognitive map side of the perspective shows the 

relevance,, what people see, in their bounded rationality, together with assumptions about the interrelations of 
relevantt elements of the situation. 

2.. Preferences and non-preferences attached to relevance. Seeing is liking or disliking (March & Olsen, 1975; 
Sapienza,, 1985). 

3.. What to do - elements, notions about strategies which can be used in particular situations and estimates of 
theirr fruitfulness. 

Thee basic idea is that by studying the perspectives of pupils (and teachers), a better understanding of the 
strategiess they employ can be arrived at. The concept of strategy refers to "specific and repeatable acts, chosen 
andd maintained to serve larger and long-term, rather than smaller, short-term objectives " (Woods, 1980, p. 18) 

Perspectives,, derived from broader cultures, are linked to action through strategies. As Woods puts it: "This is 
wheree individual intention and external constraints meet. Strategies are ways of achieving goals. They are not 
isolatedd acts, but packages of acts interrelated by intention and structure. The intention is the individual's 
resolutionn of the problems thrown up by the structure in the achievement of his goals". (Woods, 1980, p. 26; 
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1983,, p. 9). Perspectives and strategies are social in nature. They become shaped in ongoing interactions with 
others,, producing common understandings and joint actions. According to Lacey, this is a dialectical process: 
"Ass a group of individuals develop or acquire a sense of common purpose, so the sets of strategies adopted by 
themm acquire a common element. It is this common element that enables a common perspective to emerge. As 
thee perspective develops, and if over a long period of time, the situations that continually face the group have a 
commonn element, then the understandings broaden and develop to produce a sub-culture" (Lacey, 1977, p. 70). 

Previouss Findings 

Thee research was part of a project, aimed at understanding the relations between school regimes, cultures in 
schoolss and truancy/dropout outcomes. It was preceded by several exploratory studies of teachers and pupils in 
secondaryy education, including dropouts and truants. All groups were interviewed in the mode of the active 
intervieww (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995) to understand their perspectives and strategies. Relevant topics and 
theoreticall  relations were elicited from the interview data following an inductive approach, inspired by the work 
off  Glaser & Strauss (1967). 

Inn the exploratory studies of truants, several other sensitizing concepts were developed to understand their 
perspectivess and strategies: 'School conditions for learning', 'aversions', 'exchange' and 'interest-at-hand'. The 
dataa seemed to suggest that pupils feel confronted with an exchange offer at school: Rewards ( marks, moving 
up,, the diploma, being treated in a nice way) for acceptance of a series of school conditions for learning: The 
obligationn to be present, timetable, subject matter, the way in which the material is offered and how the pupils 
havee to make themselves familiar with it, rules of conduct, assessments, etiquette between teachers and students. 

Wee found that the less positive the perspective of pupils on this exchange offer is - because they feel aversions 
towardss school conditions or because they value the rewards the school offers less - the larger the chance is that 
theyy wil l play truant. Perspectives, however, develop in the course of school careers, as pupils try to cope with 
aversions,, while looking after their interests at the same time. In the aversions found, it is all about frictions 
betweenn the school's conditions for learning and the pupils' own preferences and interests. We took Andrew 
Pollardd (1970)'s work on teacher's interests-at-hand and applied it to the pupils' material as well. In the per-
spectivess of the truants two interests came to the fore, that were often experienced as contradictory: A positive 
schooll  identity and autonomy. The 'juggling' of these interests often induced a truancy-amplifying mechanism. 
Off  the four types of truants found in the research, only one type was able to play truant without consequences 
forr the school results. For these truants, obtaining the school diploma, which they value highly, comes first. 
Theyy subordinate the autonomy interest to a good school identity by playing truant on the basis of a marks 
strategy:: Skipping lessons in subjects they are good at and which they can permit themselves to do without to a 
certainn degree, or at are subjects that are not important for the exam. The other truants, that did not clearly 
subordinatee autonomy to a positive school identity, found themselves in some phase of a truant career. In the 
coursee of this career, the pupils' perspectives on the exchange offer tend to change in a negative direction: 

 The aversions towards school conditions grow; 
 the school results become worse; 
 trust in teachers diminishes; 
 autonomy is more and more found in 'monkeying about', overt resistance in the class and longer truancy 

periods; ; 
 the world outside school becomes more important; 
 the school diploma gets to be regarded as less important; the exchange the world outside school offers 

becomess more attractive, the exchange of the school less attractive. 

Researchh Design 

Thee research was designed as a comparative case study research. To heighten the chance of finding 
contrastingg groups as to truant rates, two schools were chosen that differ widely in drop-outs rates, less than 1% 
andd 27%. In this way we found classes with truancy rates of 16% and 46% respectively. To suit the aims of a 
comparativee analysis, the interviews were guided by a list of topics, based on the exploratory studies, each topic 
questionedd in a non-directive way. The interviews were fully transcribed. In the analysis, a qualitative data 
matrixx was used. Such a matrix aligns individuals according to subgroups in the columns and topics in the rows. 
Thee cells contain abbreviated statements made by individuals on subjects within the topics. The matrix is a tool 
inn getting an overview of the data, in testing hypotheses about relations between data and in the validation of the 
conclusionss drawn (Bijlsma-Frankema & Droogleever Fortuijn, 1997). 
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Thee questions asked were: What characteristics of the school's social order are - in the perspectives of pupils -
relatedrelated to truant/attending behavior; and: Can a difference in truant rates between the two classes be explained 
byby characteristics of the social orders and strategies that pupils employ in dealing with these characteristics? 

Inn Search of Understanding the Data 

Thee interview material gathered in the two classes induced a new search for theoretical ideas and concepts. 
Thee main problems were that hardly any differences between truants and non-truants were found and, maybe 
relatedd to this, that these two classes seemed to represent extreme cases of school-directedness and its opposite. 
Eventually,, some theories from the field of organizational sociology helped to make sense of the data in 
combinationn with the ideas from the earlier research on truants. Two lines of thought were developed and 
appliedd to the data. 

1.. The way pupils learn to define themselves in the course of their school career, the identity they choose, the 
directionn of their commitment, to the school system, or to autonomy and an out-of-school world, is influenced 
byy the social order of the school, also called regime. The term school regime is defined as the set of school 
conditionss for learning, as experienced by pupils. 

2.. The identity formation of pupils, the adoption of goal-direction and strategies is a dynamic phenomenon. 
Interactionn processes do not take all logical forms. Bounded rationality urges pupils and teachers to interpret 
interactionss in a process of sensemaking (Weick, 1995), forming perspectives on the openness or closure of goal 
options,, and acting in accord with those perspectives, investing more in achieving options that seem open 
enough,, investing less in ones experienced as too closed, thus bringing about self-fulfilling prophecy processes. 

Inn the interviews with the truants, clear evidence was found that, as to educational goals, pupils can end up in a 
viciouss cycle (Crozier 1964), in which teachers and pupils are growing apart and pupils finally drop out of 
school.. The truants with the marks strategy were in a different process, that can be typified as self-correctional. 
Inn this way, they can learn from small wins and losses which, according to theories of organizational learning, is 
ann efficacious way to improve one's performance (Sitkin, 1996). As a result, a self-correctional cycle can turn 
intoo a virtuous cycle, where pupils grow in confidence that they can reach the educational goals, because of 
experiencedd success in trying (Gagliardi, 1986). In such cases, the commonness of goals and efforts bettveen 
teacherss and pupils grows. 

AA way of understanding the wide differences in drop-out rates found between schools is to think that all three 
typess of processes, vicious, self-correctional, and virtuous can be found simultaneously in schools, only in 
differentt ratios. As to truancy and drop-out, the distinction between vicious, deviation amplifying processes on 
thee one hand and self-correctional and virtuous cycles on the other hand matters. It can be assumed that in 
schooll  with low drop-out rates, less deviance occurs and/or the capacity of adults to redirect deviation-
amplifyingg processes is higher than in schools with high drop-out rates, both contingent upon the social order of 
thee school. 

Byy combining insights from sociology of education and organizational sociology, progress was made in 
linkingg perspectives of teachers and pupils, a theoretical matter that, according to Hammersly (1990) is seldom 
addressedd in symbolic interactionist studies of cultures in schools. Both pupils and teachers are seen as actors in 
shapingg the social order of the school and subject to its constraining and facilitating character at the same time, 
althoughh in different ways, due to differences in position. A step forward could also be made in understanding 
schooll  factors that contribute to non-attendance, by leaving behind the distinction between a 'caring' and a 
'controlling'' school ethos (Rutter et al, 1979; Corrigan, 1979; Reid & Kendall, 1982). The results of the study 
confirmm the suggestion of Carlen et al (1992) to "call into question the usefulness of the most probably 
overworkedd and sociologically simplistic care/control distinction" (p. 69). The low-drop-out school can serve as 
ann example of how care and control can be integrated to further the well-being of pupils and teachers alike. 

Thee Schools 

Bothh school classes are in the lower half of the educational level range of secondary education in the 
Netherlands.. Their populations of pupils are comparable, almost exclusively working-class. In both classes, 
moree than half of the pupils are from an ethnic minority background: Caribbean and South American (mostly 
fromm Surinam), Mediterranean (mostly from Turkey and Morocco), and Pakistan. Both schools are in an urban 
area,, not very far apart, partly recruiting from the same region. 
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Att both schools, we interviewed a class of pupils in the third form, and all their teachers. All pupils are in the 
compulsoryy school age, 15 to 17 years old. We asked them questions about school, about truancy, about the 
worldd outside school, about their future. We also gathered information about the way pupils are supervised, from 
pupils,, teachers, and the Headmasters. The teachers are interviewed about their daily work in the classroom, 
theirr professional outlook and the school's social order. 

Thee Ismene School 

Thee Ismene school is a comprehensive school of 1150 pupils and a drop-out rate of less than 1 %. We 
interviewedd pupils in the lowest vocational stream. The school can be typified as a school with a strong culture. 
Thee school management applies and maintains an education ideology which was developed in the past in 
consultationn with a group of young teachers that wanted to change the school into a benevolent environment for 
working-classs pupils. They believed that if teachers employ 'power and pressure strategies', especially pupils 
fromm working class backgrounds and pupils in the lowest streams are pushed out of school. For those pupils, 
learningg should be fun and cozy. Pleasure in work, for pupils as well as teachers, has to be central. A good 
atmospheree in the class and a certain room for pupils to be themselves will improve their records. The interests 
off  pupils, especially of the less able ones, are optimally looked after by keeping them at school and providing 
themm with the best possible diplomas, given their intellectual capacities. 

Thee policy of the school has two central points of attention: Firstly, emphasis on cognitive achievements and 
thee quality of education, and secondly, attention and concern for individual pupils, especially the less able ones. 
Too attain these goals, five means are used, finely attuned, with some overlap as to avoid 'holes where pupils can 
falll  through'. 

1.. The attendance of pupils is strictly monitored. Truancy is found out immediately, and directly acted upon. 
2.. Records of pupils are gathered by an extensive system of pupils' supervision. The class tutor keeps records 

off  grades, and extra information concerning attendance or behavioral problems in other teacher's classrooms is 
quicklyy and adequately spread among the tutors. The tutor acts on signs of problems and solves them with the 
pupils.. With these two means, a system of surveillance on pupils is maintained, not primarily punishment-
oriented,, but with a strong problem-solving orientation. If a pupil gets low grades, an effort is made by the 
teacherr or the remedial teacher to further the understanding of the subject matter. If a pupil plays truant, the tutor 
talkss to the pupil and offers help to solve the problem that caused it. In return for that, the pupil must attend. If 
thee truancy still continues the pupil is put to a choice: Attend the classes or leave the school. 

3.. Teachers are carefully selected. They are monitored too, by supervision on lessons, by common planning of 
lessonss of teachers in a subject area, by common tests for pupils of different teachers, and informal talks with 
colleagues. . 

4.. Many extra-curricular activities create opportunities for informal contacts between pupils and teachers, like 
sports,, theatre, computer-lessons and festivities, the latter often twinned with a social-cultural aim. 

5.. An equal opportunity system of conflict regulation between pupils and teachers. If there is a conflict, both 
partiess are heard by the tutor, before a solution is found. It happens that the teacher is found guilty and has to 
apologizee to a pupil. This gives the pupils the feeling that they have rights too, and that they can use their 'voice' 
(Hirschman,, 1970) if they feel their rights are violated. 

Thee Andromeda School 

Thee Andromeda school is a small school of 260 pupils, teaching at the level of the lowest general education 
stream.. The drop-out percentage is rather high: 27%. The culture of the school can be typified as rather 
fragmentedd and weak. Teachers are almost completely autonomous, due to weak management. There is littl e co-
operationn and coordination of activities amongst them. Extra-curricular activities are rare in this school. In this, a 
futuree merger with another school, prescribed by government regulations, plays an important role. Due to a 
steadyy decline of the number of pupils over the past years, the school cannot survive independently. Teachers 
whoo want to further the level of cooperation within the team withhold initiative. Not all teachers are sure they 
cann stay on after the merger. A majority of those who are, look forward to the situation after the merger, hoping 
too contribute to a higher level of cooperation and coordination, for their own sake and that of the pupils. 

Pupilss come and go in a higher rate than in comparable schools. A small research done by the school itself 
showedd that only 20 percent of the pupils entering the school in the first form finished four years later as well. 
Forr the 80 percent using the exit-option (Hirschman, 1970), pupils that have left other schools come in to take 
theirr place. Teachers come and go too. They get ill and are temporarily replaced. Or they leave for a job 
elsewhere,, because of the insecurity about their position brought about by the future merger with another school. 
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Thee teachers see the pupils as easily giving up on schoolwork. Because of that, the school has a timetable with 
"individuall  help-hours" at the end of each school day. Pupils are supposed to go to teachers for individual help 
onn subjects they find hard to grasp. The attendance rate in these hours, however, is lower than teachers hope for. 
Eachh class has a tutor which monitors the pupils on the information that is available. Pupils can turn to their 
tutorss with problems of any kind. Yet, these support-systems do not produce satisfactory results in the teachers' 
eyes.. They see too many pupils with low motivation for learning, that are making their jobs harder than it would 
bee with more co-operative pupils. They blame the parents for doubting the value of the diploma too openly 
towardss their children, thus discouraging the pupils' involvement in educational goals. The teachers clearly 
agreee on one thing: There must be school rules, and these must be enforced strictly, to keep the pupils in pace. 
Attendancee is monitored by the Headmaster. Pupils who have been absent must hand in a non-attendance card, 
signedd by one of the parents. If the card is not provided, truancy is assumed, and the pupil is called for a talk 
withh the Headmaster. The teachers are informed afterwards, but their complaint is that the information is spread 
tooo late to rationally challenge pupils1 dodges successfully. Most of the truancy is not detected by the school, 
becausee many mothers help to mask it by signing a non-attendance card. 

Perspectivess on School, Work and Future 

Inn the Andromeda class the truancy rate is 46 %, which is much higher than the 16 % in the lsmene class. 
Contraryy to our expectations, a comparison of truants and non-truants within both classes did not yield clear 
distinctionss between the two groups that hold water throughout the data set. Truant behavior and perspectives 
onn truancy seem to be embedded in general notions about the exchange offer of the school that are broadly 
sharedd within each class, while showing striking differences between the two classes. Because of this 
embeddedness,, these general notions will be described first, before turning to perspectives on truancy/Although 
thee relevant terms the pupils use in making sense of school do not differ substantially, nor their references to 
somee 'basic facts' of the relation between schooling and working, they have molded these ingredients into 
quitee different theories-in-use (Argyris, 1983). 

Throughoutt both classes there is the shared notion of uncertainty about getting a job after leaving scfiool, since 
theyy know of young people that are unemployed. The pupils agree also on the idea that the chance of getting a 
jobb without a diploma, let alone a decent job, is small. Around these common notions perspectives have been 
constructedd in both classes that contain almost contradictory ideas about the value of schooling, about the 
attractivenesss of going to school and about estimates of one's own chances. Even the concept of time is laden 
withh quite different emotions. 

Tablee I. lsmene pupils: Comparing school and work 
goingg to school: 
benefitss my chances on the labor market 
safe:: You can make mistakes and repair them 
withoutt sanctions 
cozy:: Nice fellow pupils, nice teachers 
varietyy in subjects, interesting themes 
shorterr days 

workingg now: 
riskss of unemployment, of lousy work 
unsafe:: Sanctions on mistakes, you can loose your 
jobb as a result 
youu have to wait and see if people are nice 
alll  days are the same 
longg days 

Inn the perspectives of the lsmene pupils the knowledge about labor market - uncertainties seems to be made 
manageablee by a double sensemaking transformation. On the one hand, the labor market is seen as an unsafe 
place,, full of unpleasant surprises. Going to school and keeping on learning is a way to avoid these surprises for 
thee time being. On the other hand , they have picked up the general notion spread in schools that learning is 
beneficiall  for your future and made it melt with their knowledge of the market to: School is a place where you 
cann strengthen your capacities to cope in the market. So they separate 'now' from 'later', attaching all the 
uncertaintiess to 'later' to feel safe now. The comparison they make between going to school and working 
reflectss this separation and valuation. School gets all the plusses, working all the minuses. 

Whenn the question is asked: "If you could chose freely now, what would you prefer, going to school or getting 
aa job?", only one pupil that doesn't like school would prefer to get a job, the others would stay in school if they 
couldd choose. This preference accords with the positive perspective on school and sustains it. They find school 
attractive,, it is cozy in school, teachers are nice, just as fellow pupils. 

Thee kernel of this class -wide shared perspective seems to be the identity they ascribe to themselves. They are 
stronglyy bound to school and see that as a result of their own choice, made on preference. They feel that they can 
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influencee their future in a positive way by forming a coalition with the school to cope with the uncertainties of 
thee labor market. Their perspective is colored by the hope for success. First a diploma and then, hopefully, you 
cann get a decent job. These pupils seem to have made a side -bet, as Howard Becker (1964) denominates it, by 
trustingg the development of their life-chances to the school. As a consequence, their perspectives are internally 
consistent,, eliciting school-directed behavior as investment in these chances. 

Inn the perspectives of the Andromeda pupils the uncertainties of the labor market are equally relevant, but in 
theirr perspectives this notion seems to have triggered uncertainties about the value of going to school. One 
conclusionn is obviously drawn by them: The diploma of this school is a necessary condition to get a 'decent job'. 
Ass a consequence, they feel that they have to stay in school til l the diploma is theirs. For a part of these pupils, 
thee uncertainties of the market lead to doubt about how much better the chances of getting a decent job are with 
aa diploma than without. Some pupils even wonder if going to school is good for their future chances at all. 
Wouldn'tt it be better to get work experience soon and work from there towards a career? They have no answers 
availablee to these questions, in their perspectives the market appears as a whimsical phenomenon that cannot be 
masteredd by them. The only way they see to get some mastery is by engaging in further training after graduation 
fromm this school, to get a diploma that is higher valued in the market. The doubts about the added value of going 
too school, however, undermine a full-hearted investment in such a prolonged schooling track. What if such a 
trackk does not open up the door to the decent job they want so much? Wouldn't it be better to start a working 
careerr now? In the light of their investment uncertainties the school appears to them as an institution that poses 
solutionss that may turn out to be non-solutions when tested, that asks for investments without the guarantee of 
profitss in the end. More than half of the pupils, furthermore, doubt if they 'have what it takes' to get the diploma 
off  this school, let alone a 'higher' one. 

Tablee II . Andromeda pupils: comparing school and work 
goingg to school: 
doo what others want me to do 
study,, study, study 
alll  day sitting down and listening 
alll  days are the same 
samee people every day 
homeworkk extends school into your own time 
learningg at school is more of the same 

workingg now: 
doo what I prefer to do 
usee your hands 
challenging,, use your brains 
varietyy in tasks 
contactt with a variety of people 
earningg money, stand on your own feet 
learningg at work enhances your chances for a better 
job b 

Takenn together, the fear of failure is woven in their perspectives, just as the notion of low control over the 
factorss that influence success, including their own behavior. The ideas about school and work are reflected in the 
answerss on the question what they would choose if they could choose freely between going to school and getting 
aa job. Only three pupils that like school would choose school, all the others prefer getting a job or combining 
workingg and night school. In the comparison made by this class, school gets all the minuses and work gets the 
plusses. . 

Thee perspectives of the Andromeda pupils are internally contradictory, they do not prefer what they think is 
necessary:: Going to school. They feel to be put in a situation - against their will - wherein the possible is not 
pleasantt and the pleasant is not possible. Their commitment to school is low, in some cases completely absent. 
Theyy seem to be 'committed by default', forced upon them by compulsory schooling, by school rules and a 
preferredd alternative that seems unattainable. Their perspectives have a fatalistic ring about it: Damn if you do 
goo to school, damn if you don't. They are kept in school, not because school is attractive, but by a meritocratic 
valuee they have learned to espouse, whilst their own preferences are not consistent with this value. 

Truantt Behavior and Perspectives on Truancy 

Byy comparing truants and non-truants within each class, distinctions between the two groups in similar 
contextss can be detected. Thirteen of the nineteen Ismene pupils interviewed do not play truant and have never 
donee so. The other six have in the past year; three of them have stopped it, after interference by the tutor. One of 
themm played truant to make it through long days, one because of problems with fellow-pupils, the other one 
becausee "I do not like school, never have. Sitting and listening, it's boring. I rather be outside, do something 
withh my hands." Confronted by the tutor with the choice to stop playing truant or to leave school, he chose to 
stopp because "I Find the lessons more important than truancy". Three pupils still play truant, but as they say 
themselves,, much less often than last year. They especially play truant to make it through boring days. Two of 
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themm experienced last year that playing truant leads to low marks or staying down a class. Now they play truant 
oncee in a while, if there are unimportant subjects or lessons they can do without. They do not allow their marks 
too be affected by their truancy. The third pupil rarely plays truant because of the stern supervision and punish-
ments.. She already was suspended once for playing truant three times and she does not want to be punished 
again.. Looking at these truancy histories, it is clear that in this school strict supervision reduces truancy. 
Furthermore,, the importance truants themselves attach to moving up and marks, and their understanding that 
truancyy is bad for their marks, plays an important role in their choice for a safer form of truancy. 

Thee thirteen pupils who do not play truant have different explanations for this. Seven of them mention one or 
moree of the following factors: The strict supervision and fear of punishments , the fear to lag behind with 
material,, or lower marks, or their parents that would frown on and punish truancy. The other six pupils even 
experiencee truancy as unattractive, because it is pleasant at school, fellow pupils are fun and teachers are nice. If 
youu play truant you get bored and at school you are not 

Off  the Andromeda pupils, twelve out of twenty-six play truant. With the exception of one pupil who plays 
truantt for days in succession, the truants think that once in a while a few hours of truancy or staying away just 
onee day is not a very serious offence. They play truant to escape from school, because school is 'the same every 
day'' because school is 'boring' ,because they 'don't feel like' going to school. They prefer their own world that 
dominatess at home. Apart from free hours, that often trigger truancy, the threat of punishment if they are late, is 
aa reason to stay away. Truancy is masked with the aid of their mothers who sign the non-attendance cards. 

Thee fourteen pupils that do not play truant do not think so differently about school than the truants. Most of 
themm describe school as 'boring', as not a very pleasant place to be in. Only three of them experience life at 
schooll  as pleasant. There are three main reasons why the other eleven do not engage in truant behavior. Three 
pupilss do not play truant, because they are already allowed hours off for medical researches or sports and they 
doo not want to risk that arrangement. The other eight pupils who do not play truant do not want to lag behind at 
schooll  and/or their parents do not cooperate. Two pupils have mended their ways over the last year. One plays 
truantt much less often because of low marks, the other one does not play truant any longer: his parents were 
informedd and he was punished by them. 

Thee Two Classes Compared --*

Whenn the stories of the Ismene pupils and the Andromeda pupils about truancy are compared several 
differencess come to the fore, and similarities too. A similarity is that truants do not differ strikingly from their 
classmatess in perspectives on school conditions or aversions experienced. In the Ismene-dass only one of the 
(ex)tmantss does not share the idea with his fellow pupils that school is generally a pleasant place to be in. The 
otherr (ex) truants do not feel much aversion to school conditions, other than long or boring days. This aversion 
iss found amongst non-truants as well. In the Andromeda class no striking differences between truants and non-
truantss in their perspectives on school conditions are found either. Aversions to the school's conditions for 
learningg are broadly shared in thiss class, summing up in a general feeling that school is not a very pleasant place 
too be in. Only three pupils -all non truants- like going to school. 

Itt can be concluded that comparing individual pupils is not a proper level of analysis in this research. The main 
differencess between the two classes are the pupil cultures formed and, related to that, the ratios of pupils in the 
differentt processes. In the Ismene class, all pupils, even the truants, seem to be in self-correctional or virtuous 
cycles.. In the Andromeda class, only three pupils seem to be in a virtuous cycle, the others on the edge of a self-
correctionall  and a deviation-amplifying cycle, not feeling very much in control of future developments. Since 
distinctt cultures are formed, a comparative analysis on the level of the group and its embeddedness in the social 
networkk of the organization is more adequate to understand the differences. In the rest of this paper, this level of 
analysiss is employed. 

Schooll Regime as Context for Emerging Pupil Cultures 

Howw could such different pupil cultures develop in the two schools? School regimes, including the social 
relationss between pupils and teachers make up the daily situation pupils are in, that influence the ongoing 
processs of sensemaking amongst pupils, the formation and reformation of pupil perspectives, developing into 
pupill  cultures . When interviewed, the pupil cultures had already been developed, so the question how these 
differencess came about can only tentatively be answered, by trying to reconstruct the past from the perspectives 
ass they were found. First, several conditions of the school's regime that in the eyes of the pupils are relevant to 
theirr evaluation of school as a whole will be described: Timetable, attendance regulation, school rules and 
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homework.. What differences between the two regimes can be related to the pupil cultures? Second, the social 
relationss between pupils and teachers and amongst pupils will be explored as to distinctive characteristics. 

Time-table e 

Thee time-table and the mode of attendance regulation are often mentioned as direct triggers of truancy. These 
factorss are - however - seldom experienced as the most important reasons to play truant. Most of the time, these 
directt triggers are fuelled by other reasons or mechanisms, that will be discussed later on. 

Inn the pupils' perspectives on the time table, the demarcation of their 'own time' and time that is considered 
ass legitimately claimed by the school plays an important role. In situations of unclear demarcation, gray areas 
needd defining as either school time or 'own time'. This applies especially to free hours, there is often not enough 
timee to go home and staying at school is subject to rules. By playing truant in hours before or after free hours, 
thee free hours can become 'own time' again. Another matter is long, boring days. These aversions refer to a felt 
misfitt between the demands of the school and what pupils feel they can manage in terms of absorbing subject-
matterr and self-discipline. Days with many heavy subjects in succession or days that are experienced as 
annoyingg are mentioned as triggers for truancy. 

Att the Ismene school the pupils have a timetable that protects against truancy: There are no free hours. When a 
teacherr is ill , another teacher stands in according to a substitution scheme. School time and private time are 
clearlyy distinguished. For the three truants in this class long days, or days with difficult subjects in a row, are 
sometimess a reason to play truant for one or two hours. However, they do this selectively, based on a marks 
strategy. . 

Inn the timetable of the Andromeda school there are free hours, even double ones. Sometimes, these are a 
reasonn for a pupil to play truant. " The first hour was mathematics, but the second hour was free, well, then I 
preferredd to stay in bed". Aversions towards the timetable are manifold in this class. Almost any characteristic is 
pickedd to express discontent with school. Aversions towards too early starting or too late ending express the 
generall  feeling that school takes too much of your time. The pupils who play truant do this mainly for a whole 
day.. They just do not feel like going to school, they say about this. Since they do not employ a marks strategy, 
thee chance of missing a teacher's explanation on a difficult subject cannot be ruled out by them. 

Attendancee Regulation 

Althoughh both schools have put sanctions on coming late, these sanctions are mentioned as a trigger for 
truancyy only in the Andromeda class. At the Zsmewe-school, the care for pupils includes preventing and sanctio-
ningg truancy and coming late. The care for pupils is based on an extensive system of monitoring their 
achievementss and behavior by the tutor and the coordinator. Attendance is monitored strictly. Three times late 
meanss coming in an extra hour. In case of truancy the parents are informed by the tutor's coordinator. The 
coordinatorr informs the tutor and one of them talks to the pupil. If there are problems at school or at home, the 
schooll  helps in solving these, on the condition that the pupil stops playing truant. The pupils see this system as 
rigid,, but "OK., otherwise there would be much more truancy". They feel that the adults in school care, 
protectingg them from acting upon their 'bad tendencies' and preventing them to loose grip on subject matters. 

Thee Andromeda pupils mainly experience the disciplining side of the attendance supervision. Being late is 
severelyy reacted to: Someone who is late has to fetch a 'late' card from the caretaker. It has to be handed in 
signedd by one of the parents the next day. Someone who is late more than one time a month without valid 
reasons,, is punished with an extra hour at school. The truants seize on being late again to stay away the whole 
dayy right away: "Because, eh, if you are one hour late, you will be punished with an extra hour. So I think if I go 
too school, I wil l be at school all day plus a punitive hour". Truancy is supervised by the Headmaster. If a pupil 
hass been absent without handing in a signed non-attendance card, he or she is called for a talk with the 
Headmaster.. If the truancy continues, the parents are called. However, because most mothers allow truancy, it is 
oftenn not discovered by the school. 

So,, attendance regulation can curb truancy, but trigger it as well. The first key to the difference is the 
integrationn of discipline and care in the school's regime. The second key is the no way out situation for the 
IsmeneIsmene pupils that is missing at the Andromeda. The discipline side of the system may trigger truancy, it is the 
wayy out, due to 'holes' in the system, that can develop into an amplifier in distancing them from school. On the 
onee hand, anti-school behavior can easily lead to extension of anti-school sentiments in retrospective 
sensemakingg (Weick, 1995). On the other hand, the consequence of missing lessons can be a gradual loss of grip 
onn subject matters and a diminished feeling of self-efficacy that is known to trigger a downward efficacy-
performancee spiral (Weick, 1979; Masuch, 1985; Lindsley et al, 1995). 
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Schooll Rules 

Thee Ismene pupils say not to bother at all about school rules. Often they do not even know them. They like to 
goo to school because it is 'cozy' and teachers and fellow pupils 'accept you as a person'. They feel that teachers 
treatt them fair. And if an instant of unfairness is found, they feel they can rely on the equal opportunity system 
off  conflict regulation for repair of justice. 

Thee Andromeda pupils hardly feel aversion towards the official school rules. These are part of the game. They 
aree clear and are consistently applied. However, there are many unofficial rules, which are applied differently by 
teachers.. They do not find the differences so bad, but they complain about teachers that act unclear as to rules. 
Theyy unexpectedly introduce new rules, sometimes 'unreasonable strict ones', or they are not consistent in the 
applicationn of rules, or they punish pupils in an 'unfair way'. These experiences stir emotions of uncertainty and 
injusticee that contribute to their general feeling that school is not a very nice place to be in, which makes them 
wantt to escape from school. Their aversions are deepened by their experience that complaining about an unjust 
treatmentt to the Headmaster or the tutor does not get them anywhere because "Teachers all stick together, they 
blamee us for what happens anyhow". They feel stuck with their complaints, since the structure of the school 
doess not offer a way out. 

Homework k 

Throughoutt the groups interviewed in the project, pupils feel aversion towards homework. Homework makes 
thee school day longer and increases the workload. The disposal of a pupil's own time is curbed by it. A 
sentimentt frequently found among pupils is that they feel themselves involuntarily placed in a situation in which 
choicess have to be made to demarcate 'school time' and 'own time': Doing all homework and perhaps being left 
withh no time for themselves, selecting some subjects to do, or simply doing something for themselves and 
probablyy running into problems the next day. 

Mostt of the pupils in both classes do minimize on their homework. Two considerations play a part in selecting 
whatt to do: Frequency of checks by the teacher and keeping grip on subject matters. In both classes, the 
frequencyy of checks on homework varies among teachers. Teachers who always check can count on more efforts
forr their subjects than teachers who never or seldom check it. In both classes there is a preference for frequent 
checking,, because "I t helps you to do what is good for yourself too". 

Inn the Ismene class keeping grip on subject matters is a common consideration in minimizing: Difficul t 
subjectss or subjects thought important are given first attention. In this way, they control the effects of 
minimizingg on their results. 

Inn the Andromeda class the non-truant pupils do the same. The truants have turned the tables on this, they do 
thee easy subjects first and prefer to let the difficult ones be. They can easily loose grip on subject matters if 
teacherss do not check on homework frequently. 

Anotherr difference between both classes is the strategies they employ when the homework is not done. If the 
teacherr checks frequently, copying from other pupils is done in both classes. Apart from that, most Ismene 
pupilss go to the teacher when entering the classroom "To tell honestly that I have not done my homework". 
Sometimess they make up a story, like "I forgot my exercise book", but they say that is risky because the teachers 
mayy see right through it, and you could lose their faith in your trustworthiness. Another minor strategy is 
keepingg a low profile, hoping the teacher will not notice it, also not without risk in the eyes of the pupils. Quite 
anotherr matter is not having been able to do the homework because of miscomprehension. If told before the 
lessonn starts, the teacher accepts this fully and will offer extra explanation if necessary. Of the Andromeda pupils 
onlyy two out of 26 tell the teacher honestly if they have not done their homework. Half of the pupils say they 
keepp a low profile, but with a different sentiment attached to it than in the Ismene class. They call it 'gambling', 
aa game with the teachers as opponents that are tested on their capacity to notice. 'Gambling' is associated with 
courage,, with sturdiness, the pupil as a full player in the game. The code of honor that the punishment, if it 
comes,, must be 'taken', sustains the idea of being a full player. Unlike the Ismene pupils, with the exception of 
thee two pupils mentioned, the idea that good relationships with teachers are too valuable to jeopardize by 
gamblingg is not brought forward in the interviews. 

Felloww Pupils 

Att the Ismene, teachers see it as their task to create a good atmosphere in the classroom. They interfere if 
pupilss show detrimental behavior toward one another. Two pupils say that they do not get along with one or two 
felloww pupils, the others 'get along well' with all the pupils in the class. Fellow pupils help to make school 
pleasant,, 'you can talk with them about school, television programs and things that happen in your life'. And 
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theyy can help you to comprehend subject matters. Being a part of the group means 'feeling accepted as a person' 
andd not 'being on your own' in coping with the daily events at school. 

Att the Andromeda, teachers strive for a good atmosphere in the class room too, but most of them feel that the 
amountt of problems they encounter surmounts their capacity of control regarding the atmosphere. The 
perspectivess on fellow pupils in the Andromeda class are less positive than in the Ismene class. Nine out of the 
266 pupils say they get along well with all the others, the rest says not to like one or more of their fellow pupils. 
Twoo pupils say they do not feel at home at all in this class. A main complaint is that 'nasty things' are going on 
betweenn pupils, like bullying, making unpleasant remarks and jokes about others, mostly the ones from an ethnic 
minorityy background. Apart from that, pupils say that they avoid the company of others because "We just do not 
gett along". The class seems to be divided in littl e groups and individuals, not bound by feelings of belonging to 
aa group at the level of the class, as the Ismene pupils are. 

Teachers:: Expectations and Experiences 

Inn the experience of the pupils, teachers are a very important source of well-being, because they shape the 
conditionss for learning that apply in their class rooms, where most of the learning and social interactions take 
place.. The conditions that apply in the class room are the most important regarding the question why in the one 
classs pupils like to go to school and in the other most pupils do not like it much. Teachers can bind pupils to a 
schooll  in a positive way, but they do not always succeed in doing so, even if they do their best. As will be 
arguedd later on, teachers do not only shape the daily elements of a school's regime, they are also constrained by 
thosee elements of the school's regime that are constructed at the level of the collective, in interaction between 
thee adults and between the adults and the pupils. 

Mostt of the Ismene pupils assess teachers positively: Fifteen of the nineteen pupils think the teachers are 
pleasant,, nice, not so stern, and they say they can get on well with them. Only four of the nineteen pupils have a 
mixedd opinion: With some teachers they can get on well, with others they cannot 

Inn the Andromeda class the opinions about teachers are mainly mixed. Four pupils - all non-truants - say that 
theyy get along well with teachers. They think of them as nice people that talk to pupils in a cozy way, explain 
subjectt matters well , set reasonable rules and apply them in a fair way. The others describe their relationships 
withh teachers in general as so-so, or they like some teachers and have aversions to others. 

Despitee the different opinions about teachers, the pupils in both classes agree rather unanimously with the 
criteriaa for a good teacher found in the truants research. A good teacher meets the following expectations : 

 Explaining the material well, and preferably explaining everything; 
 a nice plus on this important criterion is retaining the attention of the pupils by speaking attractively, a clear 

voice,, varied lessons, jokes sometimes; 
 helping pupils who do not understand things, willin g to explain again, being open for questions about the 

subjectt matter and the way it should be learnt; 
 being clear about what is required from pupils, using clear assessment criteria and applying them in a fair 

way; ; 
 showing understanding, listening to pupils, being prepared to discuss problems, being nice and friendly, 

joiningg in a littl e with pupils and at the same time drawing clear lines as regards the behavior of pupils and 
beingg able to keep order. 

Thee first four criteria are about support by teachers in keeping grip on subject matters, thus sustaining their 
chancess of succeeding at school. In both classes pupils attach importance to a good - or acceptable - school 
identity.. However, they do not control this themselves. Hard work is not a guarantee for high marks, so a 
supportivee teacher can make the difference between being threatened by low marks and feeling in control. 

Thee last criterion is about the quality of social relations and the social order in the class room. If a teacher 
showss empathy, pupils feel valued and respected. Establishing a social order in the class room is about 
preventingg too 'bad' behavior of pupils to develop that they do not feel comfortable about, whether it is their 
ownn or of fellow pupils. In a way, they expect teachers to be a moral authority. A good atmosphere is seen as 
sustainingg grip on subject matters too, since attention can be focused on learning instead of social matters. 

Inn the Ismene class, there are no complaints about teachers' support in keeping grip on subject matters, nor 
aboutt the moral order in the classroom. The aversions mentioned are directed against teachers who never make a 
joke,, are touchy if pupils make jokes, are quick to shout, do not listen to pupils or ridicule pupils. In their 
opinionn these teachers give the pupils too littl e room for sociability and offer not enough opportunities for 
pleasantt contacts with teachers. The clarity of the teachers leaves littl e to be desired, though. The pupils have 
trustt in the reasonableness, justice and readiness to help of teachers. 

Inn the Andromeda class teachers that explain well are seen as good teachers. They couple patience towards 
pupilss with inventiveness in finding new ways to further comprehension of subject matters. Some teachers do 
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nott have such gifts. Their explanation of subjects does not bring understanding. If they offer extra help, it does 
nott amount to anything either. This is one of the reasons that pupils stay away in individual help hours, that are 
meantt to solve all problems of miscomprehension in this school. Other teachers explain too fast to be 
understood,, or stop explaining when pupils talk too much. One teacher is far too late in giving feedback on 
assignmentss to be able to learn something from it. These aversions are sometimes related to the feeling that, in 
matterss of grip on subjects, these teachers are 'shifting off the burden to us'. As to the quality of social relations, 
thee ones that master the art are thought of as good teachers. A majority of pupils, however, feel aversion towards 
thee hierarchic relations and the assessment power of the teachers. Protesting against a punishment which in their 
vieww is unreasonable or unjust is of no avail, since "You are seen as cheeky and teachers are always right, they 
coverr for each other". There are aversions to teachers that are too severe, punish a lot, or create a tense 
atmospheree in the class room. On the other hand, teachers that cannot keep control, that let disturbing behavior 
goo on, are not valued either. In this area, the strongest aversions are to teachers that loose their self-control over 
insignificantt matters, shout immediately, that have 'moods' that make them act unreasonable or unfair to pupils, 
thatt blame the class for not being a nice one. Contrary to these teachers, clear and strict teachers are trusted, 
becausee "From them you know best what to expect". 

Interactionn Effects 

Inn both classes, elements of the school's regime seem to interact with strategies that pupils employ in dealing 
withh the day-to-day situation, to produce shared perspectives that differ widely in meanings attached to schoot 
andd to strategies. In the Ismene class the strategies are mainly directed at preserving a reasonable pupil identity 
andd integration in the social order of the school. Their autonomy needs are subordinated to these goals. The 
strategiess of most Andromeda pupils are much more directed at gaining autonomy, at escaping from school and 
fromm the demands they have to face in school. Three main mechanisms seem to have sustained the development 
off  this escape-directedness: 

 A downward efficacy-performance spiral, in which the school's monitoring and individual help systems 
playy a part; 

 deteriorating relations between several teachers and most pupils in which the seeds of distrust seem to have3'1' 
sown. . 

And,, as a consequence: 
 A gradual loss of the moral dimension in the school's regime, leaving the adults in the school with littl e 

moree to offer to pupils than a rather barren bureaucratic exchange, that cannot warm their harts. 

Efficacy-Performancee Relations 

Contraryy to the Ismene class, there are several signs in the Andromeda class of a rather low sense of efficacy in 
performingg learning tasks. Efficacy means a positive frame of mind on task accomplishment: "The conviction 
thatt one can successfully execute the behavior required" (Bandura, 1977, 193). More than half of the pupils 
doubtt if they 'have got what it takes' to be able to get the diploma in the end. They refer to the self-discipline 
neededd to pay attention in class, to do homework, to visit help hours. They say that they hope that if they try 
harderr they can make it through the final exams, but there is often an undertone of doubt about their intellectual 
abilitiess to these hopes. The fear of failure seems to be interwoven in the dominant perspective in this class. Yet 
theyy seem not to do their utmost to minimize this fear, because they also tend to escape from it. 

Inn literature on the efficacy-performance relation, withdrawal from efforts is described as an outcome of a 
negativee spiral, in which decreased performance and diminished efficacy alternate as cause and effect (Lindsley 
ett al, 1995; Kent & Gibbon, 1987; Oz & Eden, 1994). Lindsley et al ( 1995) describe several factors that lead to 
thee occurrence and continuation of such spirals, as well as counteracting factors. The occurrence of a negative 
efficacy-performancee spiral is related to the quality of feedback on performance (accuracy, timeliness, 
specificity),, task uncertainty/complexity and task experience. A negative spiral is - among other factors - fuelled 
byy feelings of uncontrollability, emotional arousal and expectations and labels of others. 

Al ll  these factors seem to interact in the case of the Andromeda class. In general, the learning task of pupils can 
bee typified as rather uncertain, since there are no standard ways of learning that guarantee successful 
performance.. Since the complexity of the task increases with the progressing complexity of the subject matters 
too be comprehended in the course of the years, task experience - that can curb uncertainty - is low as a 
consequence.. In such circumstances, an effective way of learning is learning from small successes and failures 
(Sitkin,, 1996). In this view, success in the longer run is not primarily based on positive short-term outcomes, but 
itt comes from information gained via the task attempt. Small failures can contribute a great deal to successful 
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performance,, if the feedback given provides insight in the nature of the relation between behavior and 
performancee outcomes. 

Inn the Andromeda school, accuracy, timeliness and specificity of feedback on substandard performance and 
behaviorr is weak. The pupils may have started with the 'small deviance' that almost every pupil tries out: 
Leavingg homework be some times, skipping a help hour, not paying attention in class all the time, maybe snitch 
ann hour now and then. Feedback is weak since there is no system of monitoring pupils' doings that holds water. 
Lettingg truancy go detected and leaving visiting individual help hours to the pupils' responsibility, can work 
amplifyingg on littl e losses of grip on subject matters. These losses could be corrected rather easily with direct 
feedbackk and help if these small failures were disclosed more clearly and timely. Even within the class room the 
teachers'' monitoring of comprehension of subject matters is often incomplete because pupils that have not done 
theirr homework 'gamble' on not being detected, instead of telling the teacher honestly why it is not done. 

Paradoxically,, this can be an unintended consequence of the solution the school has found for helping pupils 
thatt have difficulties in understanding subject matters. Every day there is an 'i-hour', wherein pupils can get 
individuall  help from teachers, if they need it. They are expected to visit the teachers they need help from. Now, 
sincee this form of help -an extra facility compared to other schools- is institutionalized, the responsibility for 
comingg to comprehend subjects is laid on the pupil. The teachers are freed of a classic dilemma between two 
wrongg assessments they can make confronted with pupils that say not having done the homework because they 
weree in a fog. The dilemma is that they run the risk of believing a pupil who is lying or the risk of not believing 
aa pupil that tells the truth. Since the individual help hours exist, the argument of being in the fog is banned out of 
thee classroom. The only explanation left for homework not done is that the pupil did not try properly. This is 
reflectedd in most teachers' characterization of the pupils as 'poorly motivated'. Despite the fact that the teachers 
complainn about the poorly visited help hours, most of them persist in rejecting the argument of lacking 
understandingg for homework not done, since they feel that would undermine their system of help. The 
unintendedd consequence seems to be that most teachers are a bit in a fog as to which pupils are loosing grip and 
why,, til l test results make it all too clear. In case of pupils that need extra explanation, yet skip the i-hour, they 
loosee a great deal of feedback on their own teaching and an important source of timely feedback to pupils, 
especiallyy the pupils that need more correction and help than others. Since feedback and help are an important 
sourcee of bonding between teachers and pupils, social relations between the two groups are affected too. 

Thee /s/wewe-pupils, who value their bond with teachers, have learned that you must be trustworthy not to lose 
it,, which makes them prudent to tell stories about homework that is 'just not done', so strengthening the good 
relationship,, and sharing the responsibility for their performance with teachers. The Andromeda pupils feel the 
loadd of this responsibility mainly on their own shoulders. In withdrawing from school and skipping help hours 
thiss load only gets heavier, not lighter. Thus the gap between the demands of the school as experienced and what 
pupilss feel they can manage is widened, negatively affecting the sense of self-efficacy and control. In a way, 
theyy blame the teachers for this, while the teachers blame them for their 'poor motivation'. So the three factors 
mentionedd that fuel a negative spiral seem all to be there: A low sense of control, negative labels and - as a 
consequencee - emotional arousal. 

Teacher-Pupill Relations 

Thee fact that most pupils and teachers blame each other for not living up to expectations of benevolent 
partnershipp in their common enterprise, points to a beginning of mutual distrust, that works as a disintegrative 
forcee in social relations, as March and Olsen (1975) argue . They state that intensity of interaction is both a 
consequencee of trust and a facilitating condition for sharing seeing and liking, which furthers trust. They state 
thatt trust in others wil l come about if the others are perceived as bringing about events that are liked, in areas 
thatt are experienced as relevant, and/or as preventing events that are disliked to happen in areas of relevance. 

Iff  people trust others, they seek interactions with them, tend to like what they like and see what they see , 
sharingg definitions of relevance, thus furthering integration amongst them. Distrust works divisive between 
people,, since if others are distrusted, people wil l tend to dislike what they like, tend not to share their notions 
aboutt what is relevant and, to the degree that the structure permits them, avoid interaction with them. In the 
processs of developing trust or distrust, beneficial events will tend to be attributed to the trusted, detrimental 
eventss to those who are distrusted. In the process, trust begets trust, distrust begets distrust. Both are developed 
inn a cyclical process, in which perceptions of others are as much antecedents as consequences of trust or distrust. 
Evenn matters of relevance are not independent of trust, once the process is developing. 

Thee Ismene pupils and teachers show the combination of interaction seeking, sharing notion about relevance 
andd sharing preferences that relations of trust are expected to bring, whereas the Andromeda pupils and teachers 
seemm to be divided by the invisible frontiers of distrust. 
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Schooll Regime and Exchange Offer 

Negativee efficacy-performance spirals and relations of low trust between pupils and teachers influence and are 
influencedd by the nature of the school's social order, also called 'regime' (Burns & Stalker, 1961). The 
differencess between the two schools is not the good will of the teachers, but the way in which the thoughts and 
actionss of pupils and teachers are coordinated. 

Thee social order of the Ismene school facilitates the development of the three characteristics of a moral 
system,, as described by Durkheim (1956), the 'spirit of self-discipline', 'attachment to social groups' by the 
individuall  and 'self-determination or autonomy'. The 'spirit of self-discipline' among pupils is furthered by a set 
off  clear school conditions for learning, containing rules and norms, and by a monitoring system in which 
disciplinee and care are integrated. 'Attachment to social groups' is fostered by monitoring of social relations 
betweenn pupils, by the equal opportunity system of conflict regulation between pupils and teachers, and by the 
mutuall  trust maintained because teachers and pupils are socialized into dependable role behavior. In literature on 
sociall  cohesion, monitoring (Hechter, 1987), equity and trust (Wilkins & Ouchi, 1983) are acknowledged as 
factorss that sustain group solidarity. According to the pupils, 'self-determination' in acting dependable is 
furtheredd by the monitoring system, "That helps you to do what is good for yourself', and by good relations with 
teacherss that they do not want to jeopardize. The exchange offered to pupils is clear and rich in rewards for 
commitmentt to school. 

Twoo other factors play an important part in the maintenance of the productive social order in this school, the 
(collective)) socialization of teachers and the collective success experienced by teachers in doing their jobs. The 
exchangee offered to teachers is not so different from the exchange offered to pupils: A feeling of efficacy and 
belongingg as reward for complying with a set of clear expectations, that come close to the pupils' criteria for 
goodd teachers. Compliance is furthered by selection and training of new teachers, by constant monitoring of 
performancee and sanctions on performance below expectations. The Headmaster of the school, typified by the 
teacherss as a strong leader, gets the credit for his part in creating the ideology of the school and an internal 
organizationn that sustains it, a combination that brings about a feeling of doing a good job together. # 

Thee regime of the school comes close to a clan, as described by Wilkins and Ouchi (1983). In a clan, 
socializationn of participants into a shared paradigm and into perceptions of congruence between individual goals 
andd organizational goals are main principles of governance besides mutual trust. In a clan, a high amount of 
internall  differentiation - to maintain a fit with different sub-environments - can be effective, since it is 
counterbalancedd by the integrative effects of collective-directed governance. Collective success, as experienced 
byy the adults in the Ismene works as a strong integrative force too. The school is doing well, she has a good 
reputationn and the number of pupils is rising. 

Mostt of these factors are missing in the Andromeda school. This school is in a downward slope of a shrinking 
numberr of pupils and a not-so-good reputation due to high drop-out rates. A lack of collective success and an 
insecuree future for several teachers has lead to feelings of low efficacy among teachers. The Headmaster is 
typifiedd as a 'laissez-faire' leader, who cannot achieve that teachers work together on improvements. Gagliardi 
(1986,, p. 128) argues that in such situations a vicious cycle can be set in motion, that works as a divisive force: 
"Thee obsolescence of the distinctive competence is denied and lack of success is blamed on uncontrollable 
externall  causes or the behavior of certain individuals or groups in the organization. These individuals and groups 
aree attacked and criticized. The organization's energies are employed more and more in the search for excuses 
andd scapegoats, and in the obsessive repetition of types of behavior which once suited the problems at hand, but 
aree no longer adequate for managing them properly. Tensions in the group increase, while self-confidence, 
cohesion,, and efficiency decrease". 

Thee interviews with the Andromeda teachers show several signs of a vicious cycle. Somee teaches want to work 
ass a team toward a better social climate in the school, but they cannot mobilize colleagues that either do not 
agreee with their proposals or that retreat because they know or fear that there will be no future for themselves in 
thee merged school. As a consequence, teachers are more or less on their own, trying to socialize their pupils 
withoutt support of effective collective means, without a feeling of efficacy to back up their choices, feeling that 
it'ss a waste of effort. 

Teacherss that employ unpleasant strategies to govern pupils and teachers that panic into 'new' strategies if 
'old'' ones fail, are important sources of ambiguity and aversions for pupils, directing their choice of strategies as 
well.. Autonomy-directed strategies of pupils diminish the grip of most teachers on pupils and the grip of pupils 
onn subject matters and teachers as well. As trust between both parties shrinks, most teaches loose the moral 
authorityy that is needed to socialize pupils into self-determined commitment to school, a condition that could 
makee their work so much easier and more rewarding. The only means of governance left to most of them are 
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hierarchy,, based on position, rules and control, although the latter is eroded by concealing strategies of pupils. In 
exchangee for submitting to these means, the adults in this school can offer littl e more to pupils than a diploma in 
thee end. 

Thiss means that, contrary to the preferences of both pupils and teachers, the regime of the school comes close 
too a bureaucratic regime, without the benefits of material rewards. Bureaucratic regimes are liable to develop 
viciouss cycles, partly due to a lack of strong counterbalancing forces to divisive tendencies (Crozier, 1964). If a 
viciouss cycle is set in motion, several forms of low commitment of participants can develop, such as ritualism, 
retreatismm (Merton, 1957) and even fatalism (Thompson et al, 1990), all more or less found in this school. The 
futuree merger may bring the momentum the school needs to turn the tables on all that. 

Implicationss for Policy and Practice 

Althoughh the analysis, presented in this paper, is based on data from only two school classes, some conjectures 
aboutt inferences wil l be made in this paragraph. The data challenge a general idea, that seems to underlie 
educationall  policy formation in the UK, the US, and several other countries, that is that schools with a high 
percentagee of pupils from ethnic minorities will be confronted with rather high rates of deviant pupil behavior, 
suchh as truancy. The findings of this study show that within this population of schools, wide differences can be 
foundd in truant rates, in commitment of pupils to school, in success experienced by teachers and pupils. 

Anotherr idea that is challenged is that truants and non-truants are quite different types of pupils. Hardly any 
differencess within both school classes have been found between truants and non-truants. The striking similarities 
betweenn both classes in what pupils are uncertain about, in what they see as relevant, and in what they expect, 
suggest,, furthermore, that differences in truant behavior are more a result of socially constructed careers than of 
differencess in characteristics of pupils. 

Inn the social construction of these careers, characteristics of the social order of the school seem to play an 
importantt part, especially the integration of monitoring and care, and the degree of community spirit. The data 
suggestt that policies, as developed in several local areas in the UK and the US, directed at minimizing truancy 
byy punishment only, wil l in the long term prove to be counterproductive. By sanctioning pupils without caring 
forr them and helping them, distrust can easily be fuelled, which can lame the school's capacity to persuade them 
intoo commitment to the school and it's social order. Integration of discipline and care seems a far better goal for 
policyy formation. 

Ann ample degree of communality seems another success factor in keeping pupils dedicated to work their way 
too their futures through school. Based on this study, it can be conjectured that a team of teachers can make a big 
differencee to how pupils' careers develop. Investing in this human potential seems an economically rational 
directionn for policy formation. Yet, this wisdom, that is common in schools, seems not seldom to get lost on it's 
wayy to those that decide about educational politics. 

AA comparison of both schools suggests that leadership, building a team of teachers, and a shared mission, 
clearlyy specifying what education will be offered to pupils are essential conditions for building a community of 
teacherss and pupils, as in the Ismene school. These ingredients seem also essential for redressing the vicious 
cyclee the Andromeda school is in. A second step is to design a system of monitoring pupils, in which care is 
integrated.. To make such a system work unambiguously, clear expectations of teachers must be formulated, and 
theirr compliance ensured by, again, a combination of monitoring and care. This collective socialization of 
teacherss enables the collective socialization of pupils into the demands of their role, since each teacher will 
stresss the same things as relevant in interaction with them. 

Trustt between teachers and pupils can be build on sharing notions about demands and norms, on clear 
expectationss and dependable role behavior of teachers and pupils, and on collective success experienced. By 
wayy of an equal opportunity system of conflict resolution, experiences of inequity, on which distrust can grow, 
cann be minimized. 
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